
 

 
 
Job Description                                 

 
Job Title:  Online Merchandising Coordinator 

Department:   Photo Studio 

Reporting to:   Studio Manager 

 
 

The Brand 

 

Founded in 1985, MATCHESFASHION.com is a multichannel online luxury 

business. Headquartered in London, MATCHESFASHION.com continues to create 

new opportunities for growth and development.  

 

At MATCHESFASHION.com we firmly believe that our customer is at the centre of 

everything we do and insist that each and every customer has a luxury experience 

from the first moment of contact right through to the after sales experience and 

support.  

 

Every staff member, regardless of their role within the business, must always have 

the customer at the forefront of their thoughts and all actions must contribute to 

providing luxury experience of the highest standard which sets 

MATCHESFASHION.com apart from all others. 

    

 

Key Objective: 
 

The Online Merchandising Coordinator is responsible for the merchandising and 

online presentation of all products for Matchesfashion.com, ensuring styling is 

aligned with the Matches aesthetic and maximises sales. Working alongside the 

Buying and Editorial departments to ensure the online product offer is in line with 

the buy and the editorial communications of the season. This person needs to 

have a strong sense of fashion, attention to details as well as a commercial mind.  

 

Main Duties & Responsibilities 

 

 Work closely with in-house stylist to ensure all products are merchandised 

to best reflect the Matches buy and fashion authority  

 Work closely with Stock Controller to ensure collections are called in with 

accompanying accessories to maximize merchandising potential 

 Assist in the creation and implementation of the MATCHESFASHION.COM 

Studio Image and Styling Guide 

 Daily liaison with the buying department to ensure all merchandising is 

consistent with buyers expectations 

 Work with the Fashion editor to implement runway trends across the 

uploads  

 Work with Fashion Editor and Buying team to create a Photo-Studio guide 

to trends and how they relate to the Matches buy including mood boards 

and seasonal styling tips 



 

 Demonstrate a strong knowledge of designer brands as well as emerging 

trends  

 Involvement in buying presentation and buying strategy at the beginning of 

the season 

 Attend designer presentations and training as and when required 

 Ensure daily and weekly shoot targets are fulfilled 

 Manage and supervise the Style team and interns to ensure preparation 

and styling is of the highest standard 

 Engage in an ongoing course of development for styling team 

 Coordinate product re-shoots as required 

 Ensure minimum reshoots due to styling related issues 

 Coordinate product reshoot if required and communicate with 

photographers, production manager and fashion editorial teams  

 Analyse weekly sell through reports to ensure that the appropriate 

products are being featured 

 Immersion into online merchandising and the development of the Quantiv 

merchandising capabilities  

 Styling on ad hoc marketing campaigns as required 

 

 

Essential Skills & Requirements 

 Previous styling experience for a fashion luxury retailer, preferably online 

business 

 A strong knowledge of designers, brands and seasonal trends. Develop a 

strong fashion and styling sense and understanding of the Matches style 

and consumers 

 Able to work well as part of a team in a highly pressurized environment 

 Proven ability to work to stringent deadlines and exceptional eye for detail 

 

 

 


